
The one solution that address the complete life cycle of your real estate assets

Budgetrac’s Property Management and Accounting software is a game changer

The size of your business shouldn’t matter when you need a fully functional property 
management and accounting software to pair with your company’s resources

            Budgetrac’s cloud-based, comprehensive Property Management software 
fulfills all those needs with ease of use and low cost of ownership

            Its sleek, simplified design was created to manage all commercial property 
types: industrial, office and retail with ease

Real-time information is shared across your organization through role-based 
homepages and dashboards

Critical date notifications and up-to the-minute analytics- allowing your team to 
actually function as a team and not be restricted by information silos

Budgetrac Commercial Management Software

• Workflows assist in eliminating errors

• Wizards reduce the setup time of new items

• Intuitive design accelerates your implementation timetable and daily
processes

• Role-based homepages increase productivity by providing key data and
shortcuts to everyday tasks

• Dashboards assist in making sound strategic business decisions

• Notifications ensure critical data elements are not missed

• Innovatie design and intuitive processes reduce your total cost of
ownership by significantly
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• Lease Administration – Is a flexible lease-centric system where almost any type of
lease arrangement can be accommodated, including leases with multiple spaces
and multiple leases per tenant.  It handles amendments, options, step-ups, 
indexation, complex recoveries, retail overages and more.

• Space Management – Keeps track of all square footage measurements history of
your property spaces throughout the life of your properties. The views display both
available and encumbered spaces for any lease dates range.

• CAM and Recoveries – Is one of the most comprehensive and simple-to-use
Common Area Maintenance (CAM) and Operating Expense reconciliation
functionality available today. It is designed to be easy to setup with wizards and is 
100% customizable to handle a variety of commercial lease requirements.

• Retail Sales Tracking – Enables the comparison of tenants and assists in
identifying troubled tenants. It tracks multiple retail values, like estimated sales,
actual sales and audited sales while maintaining an unlimited number of sales 
years history.  Calculates percentage rents and tracks multiple breakpoints.

Features

Thank you for interest in the Budgetrac solution. If you are considering a new real estate software solution or just want more information, 
we would be glad to answer all your questions. Feel free to give us a call at 800-785-6955 to speak with a representative today!

The Property Manager homepage is an excellent example that showcases Budgetrac’s ease-of-use pages and one-click access to information. This 
homepage allows you to manage all aspects of your properties such as lease administration, space management, expense recoveries, property 
attributes and correspondence management, just with the click of your mouse. All summary and detailed key performance indicators of your 

properties are presented in a simplified format - not a data entry screen. 

Budgetrac is a fully integrated web-based end-to-end solution that provides a comprehensive tool set that delivers quick and accurate 
development accounting, property management, and financial reporting software for development, commercial and residential property 

management to any real estate organization.


